Lisa Hellman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:03 AM: http://ready.web.unc.edu/
Debbie Musselman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:04 AM: The presentation is in the Materials section of the control panel.
Pam Mendenhall (to All - Entire Audience): 10:06 AM: Great Beth, busy trying to keep some sort of programs going.
Debbie Musselman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:06 AM: EMBRACERACE: https://www.embracerace.org/
Debbie Musselman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:08 AM: Raising Race Conscious Children link: http://www.raceconscious.org/
Debbie Musselman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:09 AM: Anti-Racism Resources for White People link: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BRIF2_zhNe86SGgHa6-VlBO-QgqTTwgCFqfSkie5Fs/preview?pru=AAABcs0f8yg*ZMEczsQGAWn_fysFAkkSKQ
Trina Karl (to All - Entire Audience): 10:10 AM: thank you!
Lisa Hellman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:10 AM: Will these links be added to the YS page on LD's site?
Denise Loges (to All - Entire Audience): 10:10 AM: very useful information
Merideth Johnson (to All - Entire Audience): 10:11 AM: is there anything that you would suggest for public school libraries?
Trina Karl (to All - Entire Audience): 10:11 AM: Are most of you using MLA's statement on your websites?
Rebecca Woodin (to All - Entire Audience): 10:11 AM: We had a peaceful protest in our local park on Sunday. Law enforcement stood alongside the community :)”
Rebecca Woodin (to All - Entire Audience): 10:11 AM: (We as in our community, not the library!)
Denise Loges (to All - Entire Audience): 10:12 AM: We are not having any issues in Ray County
Trina Karl (to All - Entire Audience): 10:12 AM: Canton had peaceful protest also :-)
Sarah Wood (to All - Entire Audience): 10:12 AM: At SLCL, we use ULC's statement.
Christy Schink (to All - Entire Audience): 10:12 AM: Union also had a peaceful protest
Beth Snow (to All - Entire Audience): 10:12 AM: Joplin has had multiple peaceful protests.
Stephanie Jenkins (to All - Entire Audience): 10:13 AM: UCity as a community, but not the library
Rebecca Woodin (to All - Entire Audience): 10:13 AM: We've been doing book bundles, and we had a few requests for bundles regarding loving everyone, addressing racism, etc.
Denise Loges (to All - Entire Audience): 10:14 AM: I am not helping much with the book requests so unsure what is going on where I am.
Rebecca Woodin (to All - Entire Audience): 10:15 AM: Would you mind sharing those lists? :)
Lisa Hellman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:15 AM: Have there been any resources on having tough discussions with family/friends?
Rebecca Woodin (to All - Entire Audience): 10:15 AM: Thanks Christy! I appreciate that!
Christy Schink (to All - Entire Audience): 10:16 AM: Here's the Stories Matter book lists from our website:
Christy Schink (to All - Entire Audience): 10:16 AM: https://scenicregional.org/kids/stories-matter/
Christy Schink (to All - Entire Audience): 10:16 AM: There are also discussion questions based on some of the books on that page..
Lisa Hellman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:16 AM: That's always helpful
Ilene Sparling (to All - Entire Audience): 10:16 AM: Thank you Christy!
Rebecca Woodin (to All - Entire Audience): 10:17 AM: Awesome; thanks!
Beth Snow (to All - Entire Audience): 10:17 AM: No, just opened to public with limited hours.
Lisa Hellman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:18 AM: You will have the chat posted on the YS page like you normally do, correct?
Rebecca Woodin (to All - Entire Audience): 10:18 AM: I read Mixed: A Colorful Story on Friday and talked about it a bit. I deal mainly with our tiny humans so didn't get too deep, but talked about the book and the underlying meaning :)
Lisa Hellman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:18 AM: YAY!
Rebecca Woodin (to All - Entire Audience): 10:18 AM: by Aree Chung ^
Merideth Johnson (to All - Entire Audience): 10:19 AM: we watched the Elmo Town Hall with our kids
Merideth Johnson (to All - Entire Audience): 10:19 AM: really broke things down well for little kids
Rebecca Woodin (to All - Entire Audience): 10:19 AM: Ours launches officially Monday! Hoping for a good
turnout considering how different this year is :)

Denise Loges (to All - Entire Audience): 10:20 AM: The facebook group teen services underground has some resources of YA books.

Denise Loges (to All - Entire Audience): 10:20 AM: We just started SRP last Friday.

Beth Snow (to All - Entire Audience): 10:20 AM: @Denise  Yes, this!

Beth Snow (to All - Entire Audience): 10:20 AM: re: TSU

Trina Karl (to All - Entire Audience): 10:21 AM: We are launching SRP July 1st. Our county health department is doing community CoVid-19 tests next week.

Rebecca Woodin (to All - Entire Audience): 10:22 AM: OH another book recommendation to share! I just read Prairie Lotus by Linda Sue Parks the last two days, and it also addressed racism. It is a Middle Reader and very insightful, broke my heart for her though!

Sorry that isn't related to the current topic HA :)

Shannon Sansom (to All - Entire Audience): 10:22 AM: I am transitioning into a school library in August...will this be available to school librarians?

Lisa Hellman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:23 AM: Anything on the middle school years would be beneficial

Trina Karl (to All - Entire Audience): 10:23 AM: Good Luck, Shannon. You'll love it!

Lysha Thompson (to All - Entire Audience): 10:25 AM: lysha.thompson@sos.mo.gov

Rebecca Woodin (to All - Entire Audience): 10:25 AM: I was typing my novel comment and i missed the entire conversation and don't know what you are asking about LOL sorry! #squirrel

We are using Beanstack, but I did not set it up. IT is very user friendly though in my opinion.

Shannon Sansom (to All - Entire Audience): 10:25 AM: Thanks! I'm actually returning to school; I was a teacher-librarian in Texas for 22 years. This school is intermediate (5th/6th) and this will be new to me, after teaching k-4 for so long. So what Lisa said...middle school information.

Christy Schink (to All - Entire Audience): 10:25 AM: We are loving READsquared! The staff thought we were having very few SRP sign-ups, but when I look online we are doing very well. So a lot of people are participating online.

Heather Emokpae (to All - Entire Audience): 10:25 AM: This is our first year using Beanstack. Adults love it, but our youth signups are tremendously down.

Beth Snow (to All - Entire Audience): 10:25 AM: like Beanstack; we have a year subscription and looking forward to doing a shorter challenge in fall/winter; like using it a lot

Stephanie Jenkins (to All - Entire Audience): 10:25 AM: This is our first year using Beanstack and it is going very well.

Stephanie Jenkins (to All - Entire Audience): 10:26 AM: All ages

Cheryl Wright (to All - Entire Audience): 10:26 AM: We are using readsquared. We have more signed up this year than we did last.

Beth Snow (to All - Entire Audience): 10:26 AM: our adult SR use is up with Beanstack, too

Christy Schink (to All - Entire Audience): 10:26 AM: Sign-ups are good in all ages except teens, lots of adults!

Beth Snow (to All - Entire Audience): 10:26 AM: same as Christy S.

Pam Mendenhall (to All - Entire Audience): 10:26 AM: We love Readsquared as well, our patrons love it also.

Pam Mendenhall (to All - Entire Audience): 10:27 AM: We are offering Readsquared and paper logs, So far we have more online sign ups.

Christy Schink (to All - Entire Audience): 10:27 AM: We are going to start 1000 Books Before Kindergarten on READsquared in Sept.

Rebecca Woodin (to All - Entire Audience): 10:28 AM: Yes! I want to start it as well eventually! :)

Pam Mendenhall (to All - Entire Audience): 10:28 AM: Christy we are starting 1,000 it asap. We already do it on paper.

Trina Karl (to All - Entire Audience): 10:28 AM: Mary Kay added 1000 Books Before Kindergarten to Beanstack too

Dawn Payne (to All - Entire Audience): 10:28 AM: This is Dawn from Heartland we struggled with numbers for Mad Science

Beth Snow (to All - Entire Audience): 10:28 AM: our Teen virtual programs start next week; Children's has been doing storytime online with positive results; they have a virtual all ages program this afternoon
Dawn Payne (to All - Entire Audience): 10:28 AM: yes it was good
Dawn Payne (to All - Entire Audience): 10:29 AM: we had Kansas City with Magical Maria
Christy Schink (to All - Entire Audience): 10:29 AM: We are having Bright Star Theatre doing a show in July. They watched their demo show and it was great!
Lisa Hellman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:29 AM: Blaze and the Monster Machine!
Lisa Hellman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:30 AM: Sorry, couldn't help myself. I have watched that show a lot lately with my 2 year old...lol
Pam Mendenhall (to All - Entire Audience): 10:30 AM: As of right now we are Planning in house SRPs, in July.
Trina Karl (to All - Entire Audience): 10:30 AM: we'll have AbraCAMPdabra in July. Library conscious - $150 for 5 sessions
Trina Karl (to All - Entire Audience): 10:32 AM: are they expensive?
Shannon Sansom (to All - Entire Audience): 10:34 AM: We are planning a family Harry Potter trivia via Zoom the last week of July. That will be our grand finale...did you realize this July is Harry's 40th birthday?
Christy Schink (to All - Entire Audience): 10:34 AM: Trina - we are paying $350 for the first show and $150 each for the 2 additional shows that day.
Beth McConnell (to All - Entire Audience): 10:35 AM: We had Dickerson Park Zoo (Springfield) for SPR/summer school on Tuesday. Jamie was great. She had a rabbit, a rat snake and an owl. She has 65 animals to choose from. She was excited to come, everyone else cancelled on her.
Trina Karl (to All - Entire Audience): 10:35 AM: Thanks, Christy!
Pam Mendenhall (to All - Entire Audience): 10:36 AM: We are having a Harry Potter night.
Lisa Hellman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:37 AM: Has anyone seen the Hogwarts virtual escape room?
Pam Mendenhall (to All - Entire Audience): 10:37 AM: Scavenger hunt, lots of crafts and games. Sort into houses, that what we have so far.
Pam Mendenhall (to All - Entire Audience): 10:38 AM: Find the seeker,......decorating with house colors. But depending on our area and the number of cases we will see if we get to have it.
Christy Schink (to All - Entire Audience): 10:39 AM: We are having Swords and Roses do their Cavern of Elements Escape Room for a teen virtual program in a couple weeks. It'll be on Zoom and it's $150.
Pam Mendenhall (to All - Entire Audience): 10:40 AM: Our Harry Potter will be a family event.
Rebecca Woodin (to All - Entire Audience): 10:40 AM: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf1tlN0jZbZJyUqOcXkwhGTfi4CM_CA3kCxlmbY8c3AABEAv/viewform
Pam Mendenhall (to All - Entire Audience): 10:41 AM: We are also doing Nerf wars with our fire department and police department playing with the kids. It will be limited and they must sign up in advance.
Christy Schink (to All - Entire Audience): 10:41 AM: Rebecca and Lisa - the link is the Hogwarts one, how do you find others?
Lisa Hellman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:42 AM: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZlpgkSk_Ll1SWUrPm3zGuO36rEHhR__/view?fbclid=IwAR1uPxIKhsZ-4OFG1tD7wsSulhKQLZ1L7C0oEFz7vBh0M19hS4PgtwG5xpA
Beth Snow (to All - Entire Audience): 10:46 AM: another virtual teen program we have scheduled is a Sketch Along with the sponsor of local HS Cartoonist Club--over Zoom
Denise Loges (to All - Entire Audience): 10:46 AM: Are the connected learning presentations continued from Jeanne
Denise Loges (to All - Entire Audience): 10:46 AM: ok thanks, I am signed up for that
Shannon Sansom (to All - Entire Audience): 10:46 AM: I did my first Facebook Live craft program yesterday...despite a few technological glitches, we got 30+ views
Shannon Sansom (to All - Entire Audience): 10:49 AM: I just looked again...84 engagements! Which is way more than any program attended in person.
Trina Karl (to All - Entire Audience): 10:46 AM: sounds good to me
Denise Loges (to All - Entire Audience): 10:46 AM: ok thanks, I am signed up for that
Christy Schink (to All - Entire Audience): 10:48 AM: We are doing craft and other type virtual programs weekly for kids, teens and adults. If it's a craft, they can then come to the library to pick up the Take & Make.
Denise Loges (to All - Entire Audience): 10:48 AM: My crafts are connected with storytimes
Dawn Payne (to All - Entire Audience): 10:50 AM: We did a webpage for summer reading program. You
can check out what we did on weebly-www.heartlandadventures.org
Rebecca Woodin (to All - Entire Audience): 10:50 AM: We do live story times with a craft or activity... We are a rural library but have 200-300 views!
Verna Fry (to All - Entire Audience): 10:51 AM: I pre-record then post to Facebook and our library YouTube channel.
Heather Emokpae (to All - Entire Audience): 10:51 AM: We have a Youtube channel where we are keeping any videos/events that don't contain copyright issues. For example, our weekly Moment of Science videos are premiered live on Facebook. Our weekly storytimes are not on our youtube channel, however.
Beth Snow (to All - Entire Audience): 10:51 AM: our storytime are recorded, edited, and posted to YouTube channel; the Sketch Along will be recorded and added to YouTube, too; most live performances for Children's are not recorded but will have one on FB Live
Beth McConnell (to All - Entire Audience): 10:51 AM: Has anyone heard of any extensions of permission from publishers for storytimes. Last I knew videos needed to be deleted by June 30th.
Pam Mendenhall (to All - Entire Audience): 10:53 AM: Is it June or July that we need to take everything down?
Shannon Sansom (to All - Entire Audience): 10:51 AM: Right now, ours are just staying on FB and not being moved to our website. Would we have to also record the event in order to move it to the website? Is there a way to move the FB live to the website?
Sarah Wood (to All - Entire Audience): 10:52 AM: Simon & Schuster & Macmillan extended their permission until August 31.
Shannon Sansom (to All - Entire Audience): 10:52 AM: Macmillan has extended the time to August.
Beth Snow (to All - Entire Audience): 10:52 AM: @Beth, I saw a FB post from Penguin yesterday indicating they were extending deadline but do not recall how long
Beth McConnell (to All - Entire Audience): 10:52 AM: Thanks ladies.
Lisa Hellman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:53 AM: https://pixabay.com/
Beth Snow (to All - Entire Audience): 10:55 AM: Thanks so much for doing these! They've been very helpful.
Heather Emokpae (to All - Entire Audience): 10:55 AM: I think you can download the video from Facebook live from publishing tools then post to your website.
Leslie Bowman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:55 AM: Lots of great ideas and information. Thanks!!!
Trina Karl (to All - Entire Audience): 10:56 AM: Great discussion, All. I enjoy these forums so much!
Lisa Hellman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:56 AM: lisa.hellman@sos.mo.gov